We define a new topology, weaker than the gap topology, on the space of selfadjoint unbounded operators on a separable Hilbert space. We show that the subspace of selfadjoint Fredholm operators represents the functor K 1 from the category of compact spaces to the category of abelian groups and prove a similar result for K 0 . We define the spectral flow of a continuous path of selfadjoint Fredholm operators generalizing the approach of Booss-Bavnek-Lesch-Phillips.
Introduction
The space of bounded Fredholm operators on a separable Hilbert space endowed with the norm topology is a classifying space for the functor K 0 from the category of compact spaces to the category of abelian groups [J] [A] . The index map realizes an isomorphism between the K-theory of a point and Z Z. Furthermore a particular connected component of the space of selfadjoint bounded Fredholm operators with the norm topology represents the functor K 1 [AS] . An isomorphism K 1 (S 1 ) ∼ = Z Z is given by the spectral flow, which was introduced in [APS] .
These results can be applied to unbounded Fredholm operators by using the bounded transform
2 . However, since many important geometric applications involve unbounded operators, it is more convenient to work directly with the space of unbounded selfadjoint Fredholm operators. The gap topology on the space of unbounded selfadjoint operators is the weakest topology such that the maps D → (D ± i) −1 are continuous. Gap continuity is weaker than continuity of the bounded transform. Booss-Bavnek-Lesch-Phillips defined the spectral flow for gap continuous paths [BLP] and Joachim proved that the space of unbounded selfadjoint Fredholm operators endowed with the gap topology is a classifying space for K 1 and the space of Fredholm operators with the subspace topology (see §1) is a classifying space for K 0 [Jo] .
In the first part of this paper we define and study a new topology on the space of unbounded selfadjoint operators. In this topology a path (D t ) t∈[0,1] is continuous if and only if the resolvents (D t ± i) −1 depend in a strongly continuous way on t and if there is an even function φ ∈ C ∞ c (IR) with supp φ = [−ε, ε] and * This research was supported by a grant of AdvanceVT. φ ′ | (−ε,0) > 0 for some ε > 0 such that φ(D t ) is continuous in t. This topology is weaker than the gap topology. Compared with the latter it has some additional useful properties: The bounded transform of a continuous path is again continuous. If (D t ) t∈ [0, 1] is a continuous path of Fredholm operators and (U t ) t∈ [0, 1] is a strongly continuous path of unitaries, then (U t D t U * t ) t∈ [0, 1] is again a continuous path of Fredholm operators. We show that the space of selfadjoint Fredholm operators endowed with this topology represents K 1 and the space of Fredholm operators with the subspace topology represents K 0 . Furthermore we illustrate with an example that families of Fredholm operators that are continuous with respect to this topology but not gap continuous arise naturally from differential operators on noncompact manifolds. Along the way we indicate how these results generalize to regular Fredholm operators on a Hilbert C * -module.
In the second part we define and study the spectral flow of a continuous path of selfadjoint Fredholm operators generalizing the approach of Booss-BavnekLesch-Phillips and relate it to the winding number. The definition of the spectral flow given here is for paths with invertible endpoints equivalent to the definition of the noncommutative spectral flow in [W] applied to a separable Hilbert space. However, in [W] we used the theory of Hilbert C * -modules in an essential way. One aim of this paper is to recover the results of [W] for a Hilbert space using classical functional analysis. We refer to [W] for applications.
A new topology on the space of unbounded selfadjoint operators
Let H be a separable Hilbert space.
Recall that a closed densely defined operator D on H is called Fredholm if its bounded transform
2 is Fredholm. We denote the set of selfadjoint unbounded operators on H by S(H) and the set of selfadjoint unbounded Fredholm operators on H by SF (H). As usual, B(H) is the space of bounded operators on H endowed with the norm topology and K(H) is the subspace of compact operators.
Throughout let B be a compact space.
For a Banach space V we denote by C(B, V ) the Banach space of continuous functions from B to V equipped with the supremum norm. We write C(IR) for C(IR, C). For b ∈ B the evaluation map is ev b :
First we note some useful facts about the functional calculus of selfadjoint operators.
The following conditions are equivalent:
The resolvents (D(b)±i)
−1 depend in a strongly continuous way on b ∈ B.
3. For each φ ∈ C(IR) the operator φ(D(b)) depends in a strongly continuous way on b ∈ B.
We show that (1) implies (2): Let λ = ±i. Since R λ (b) is uniformly bounded, it is enough to prove that Dom R λ is dense in C(B, H). Let f ∈ C(B, H) and let ε > 0. The assumption implies that the set ev
Hence by compactness there is a finite open covering {U j } j∈I of B and functions
Let {χ j } j∈I be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {U j } j∈I and set
(2) ⇒ (3): Let φ ∈ C(IR). Since the algebra generated by the functions (x+i)
. By a similar argument as above, (2) implies that R i C(B, H) is dense in C(B, H). Since φ(D(b)) is uniformly bounded, this implies the assertion. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion for the functions (x ± i) −1 . Since Dom D = Dom(D+K), the previous proposition implies that (D(b) 
depends in a strongly continuous way on b.
is compact and depends continuously on b ∈ B.
Proof. This follows again from the fact that the functions (x+i) −1 and (x−i)
generate a dense subalgebra of C 0 (IR).
In particular, if D : X → B(H) is a continuous map such that D(x) is selfadjoint for each x ∈ X, then f (D(x)) depends continuously on x for all f ∈ C(IR).
Recall that the gap topology on S(H) is the weakest topology such that the maps
are continuous. We denote by S(H) gap resp. SF (H) gap the set S(H) resp. SF (H) equipped with the gap topology. We refer to [BLP] for its properties.
In the following we introduce a new topology on S(H).
Let φ ∈ C ∞ c (IR) be an even function with supp φ = [−1, 1] and with φ ′ (x) > 0 for x ∈ (−1, 0). Define φ n ∈ C ∞ c (IR) by φ n (x) := φ(nx) for n ∈ IN. Let S n (H) be the set S(H) endowed with the weakest topology such that the maps
are continuous for all x ∈ H.
For any even function ψ ∈ C c (IR) with supp
We will often make use of this property. It implies that the inclusion S m (H) → S n (H) is continuous for m ≤ n. Let S(H) be the set S(H) endowed with the direct limit topology.
and denote by SF n (H) the set SF n (H) endowed with the subspace topology of S n (H). Let SF(H) be the inductive limit of the spaces SF n (
H). An operator D ∈ S(H) is Fredholm if and only if F D is invertible in B(H)/K(H)
, and this is equivalent to φ n (D) ∈ K(H) for n big enough. Hence the underlying set of
is continuous for any odd non-decreasing continuous function f : IR → IR with f −1 (0) = {0}. This can be seen as follows:
The example of Fuglede presented in [BLP] shows that the bounded transform of a gap continuous family is in general not gap continuous.
We need the following technical lemmata.
Proof. This follows from an elementary argument in the theory of Hilbert C * -modules:
Let B(C(B, H)) be the algebra of strongly continuous families of bounded operators on H with parameter space B and with adjoint depending in a strongly continuous way on the parameter. Endowed with the supremum norm this is a C * -algebra and C(B, K(H)) defines a closed ideal in B(C(B, H)).
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.4. We use its notation.
The following two properties of the space SF(H) are useful:
is a map with values in the group of unitaries of B(H) such that U (b) depends in a strongly continuous way on b. Then U DU * : B → SF(H) is continuous.
•
The first property follows from the fact that the composition of a continuous family of compact operators with of a strongly continuous family of bounded operators is again continuous if the parameter space is compact. Furthermore since U is bounded below, the adjoint depends also in a strongly continuous way on b.
Note that the second property does not assume the function to be odd. Taking the Lemma 1.4 into account one proves the property analogously to the corresponding one for S(H) from above.
Proof. There is n ∈ IN such that D : B → SF n (H) is continuous. Then any nondecreasing χ ∈ C(IR) with χ −1 (0) = {0} and such that supp( The name "normalizing function" is borrowed from [HR] . The definition in [HR] is different since it applies to a different class of operators, but the underlying idea is the same.
The definition of the spaces S(H) and SF(H) generalizes in a straightforward way to the case where H is a Hilbert C * -module. In this case we assume the unbounded operators to be regular.
The spaces S(H) of S(H) gap share many properties as we will see in the following. We omit some details since the arguments resemble those in [BLP] .
First we note that SF(H) is path-connected since SF (H) gap is path-connected by [BLP, Th. 1.10] .
Let D 0 ∈ S(H). For n ∈ IN and ε > 0 we define
This is an open neighbourhood of D 0 in S n (H).
This implies the following lemma, which will be used for the definition of the spectral flow:
is continuous.
In particular all operators in U (ε, n, D 0 ) are Fredholm.
Note that for a given D 0 ∈ SF n (H) a µ fulfilling the assumption of the lemma always exists since the spectrum of D 0 near zero is discrete. Proposition 1.9.
The identity induces a continuous map S(H) gap → S(H).

The space SF (H) is open in S(H).
The identity induces a homeomorphism from S(H) ∩ SF (H) to SF(H).
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Lemma 1.3.
The second assertion follows from the previous lemma and the subsequent remark. Since the remark is in general wrong for a Hilbert C * -module, we give another argument which also works for Hilbert C * -modules: Let D 0 ∈ SF n (H) and let χ be a normalizing function for D 0 with supp(
The third assertion is clear.
We denote the space of (not necessarily selfadjoint) Fredholm operators on H by F (H). We identify F (H) with a subspace of SF (H ⊕ H) via the injection
Note that if D ∈ F (H) and f : IR → IR is an odd non-decreasing continuous function with f −1 (0) = {0}, then f (D) ∈ F (H) is well-defined.
The space F (H) endowed with the subspace topology of SF(H ⊕ H) is denoted by F(H).
For topological spaces X, Y we denote by [X, Y ] the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to Y . Proof. We use the notation of [Jo] : Let KC sa (H) (where KC stands for "Kasparov cycles") be the space of selfadjoint bounded operators F on H with F ≤ 1 and F 2 − 1 ∈ K(H) and endow it with the weakest topology such that the maps
Let KC(H) be the space of bounded operators F such that F ≤ 1 and
Consider KC(H) as a subspace of KC sa (H ⊕ H) as above.
By [Jo, Theorem 3.4] , which is based on results of Bunke-Joachim-Stolz, the space KC sa (H) represents the functor K 1 and the space KC(H) represents K 0 .
(1) Let D : B → SF(H) be a continuous map. Let χ be a normalizing function for D and let For injectivity let h : [0, 1] × B → SF(H) be a homotopy between continuous maps B → KC sa (H), b → h(i, b), i = 0, 1. Let χ be a normalizing function for h such that χ(1) = 1 and let χ t (x) = (1 − t)x + tχ(x). Since χ 2 t (1) − 1 = χ 2 t (−1) − 1 = 0, Lemma 1.5 implies that the map
is continuous for i = 0, 1. Furthermore χ t (h(i, b)) 2 − 1 is continuous in t since χ 2 t − 1 depends continuously on t in C(IR). Hence the map
is continuous and defines a homotopy in KC sa (H) between χ 0 (h(0, ·)) = h(0, ·) and χ 0 (h(1, ·)) = h(1, ·).
(2) The proof is analogous with the obvious modifications.
It follows that π 0 (F(H)) ∼ = Z Z. As usual an isomorphism is given by the index map. The results in the following section will imply that an isomorphism [S 1 , SF(H)] → Z Z is given by the spectral flow.
The proof of the previous proposition carries over to the case where H is the standard Hilbert A-module H A of a unital C * -algebra A implying that SF(H A ) is a representing space of the functor B → K 1 (C(B, A) ) from the category of compact spaces to the category of abelian groups and F(H A ) is a representing space for B → K 0 (C(B, A) ). The corresponding statements for SF (H A ) gap have been proven in [Jo] .
In the following we give two examples of maps with values in SF (H) that are continuous in SF(H) but not gap continuous. Both arise from elliptic differential operators on a noncompact manifold.
Let H = L 2 (IR) and let f ∈ C ∞ (IR) be nonconstant real-valued and bounded below by some c > 0. Set Even if the resolvents are compact, they need not depend in a continuous way
be a nonnegative function and let g ∈ C ∞ (IR) with g ≥ 0, g(0) = 1, g(1) = 0 and g(x) = 1 for |x| ≥ 2. Define
f (x) + 1 for t ∈ [0, 1]. Note that ψ t (x) is continuous in t and x. Define D(t) to be the closure of
hence D(t) −1 is compact for any t. Furthermore D(t) −1 is uniformly bounded.
is not continuous in t at t = 0. Hence D is not gap continuous.
Note that these examples have in common that the coefficients are continuous as maps from [0, 1] to C loc (IR) but not continuous (in the second example even not well-defined) as maps from [0, 1] 
to C(IR).
See [W, §6] for criteria for the continuity in SF(H) of families of elliptic operators on noncompact Riemannian manifolds and families of well-posed boundary value problems.
Spectral flow
In the following we generalize the definition of the spectral flow in [BLP] , which is based on the approach of [P] , to continuous paths in SF(H).
Definition 2.1. Let (D t ) t∈ [a,b] be a continuous path in SF(H) and assume that there is µ > 0 such that ±µ is in the resolvent set of D t for all t ∈ [a, b] and
If (D t ) t∈[a,b] is a general continuous path in SF(H), then we define its spectral flow by cutting the path into smaller pieces to which the previous situation applies and adding up the contributions of the pieces. (This is always possible by Lemma 1.8 and the subsequent remark.)
Well-definedness can be proven as in [P] .
The spectral flow has the following properties:
1. It is additive with respect to concatenation of paths.
For any non-decreasing continuous function
is a strongly continuous path of unitaries on H, then
The proof of the first three properties is not difficult and is left to the reader. The fourth property follows from the fact that by Lemma 1.8 and by compactness of [a, b] there is δ > 0 such that [−δ, δ] is a subset of the resolvent set of
The following proposition implies the last two properties, namely homotopy invariance:
If there is µ ∈ (0, (D (s,t) ) has finite-dimensional range for all (s, t) and the assertion follows from the definition of the spectral flow.
In general we find, by compactness of [0, 1] × [a, b] and by Lemma 1.8, an n ∈ IN such that each of the rectangles [
m2 n ] with m 1 , m 2 = 1, 2 . . . n has the following property: There is a µ ∈ (0, 1 n ) such that ±µ is in the resolvent set of D (s,t) for all points (s, t) of the rectangle. Hence for each of the rectangles an analogue of the formula holds by the previous argument. Since for fixed n these rectangles constitute a subdivision of [0, 1] × [a, b], the formula follows from the additivity of the spectral flow with respect to concatenation.
We draw some conclusions in the following two propositions. See [Le, §3] for similar results.
If P, Q are projections with P − Q ∈ K(H), then QP : P (H) → Q(H) is Fredholm with parametrix P Q. Let ind(P, Q) := ind(QP :
It is well-known that ] be strongly continuous paths of projections on H such that P t − Q t is compact and continuous in t. Then
Proof. First we prove that the family (F (s,t) ) (s,t)∈[0,1] 2 defined by F (s,t) := t(2P s − 1) + (2t − 1)(2Q s − 1) is continuous in SF(H): Clearly F (s,t) depends in a strongly continuous way on (s, t). Hence, by Prop. 1.1, the operators (F (s,t) ± i) −1 depend in a strongly continuous way on (s, t) as well. Furthermore F (s,t) − (2P s − 1) is a compact operator depending continuously on (s, t). This and Lemma 1.2 imply that φ n (F (s,t) ) − φ n ((2P s − 1)) is a compact operator depending continuously on (s, t) for any n ∈ IN. From φ n ((2P s − 1)) = 0 it follows that φ n (F (s,t) ) is a compact operator depending continuously on (s, t). This shows the continuity.
Now by homotopy invariance sf((t(2P
The following technical lemma, which is an immediate consequence of [Le, Prop. 3.4] and Lemma 1.2, is needed for the proof of the subsequent proposition:
continuous path in SF(H) with invertible endpoints and assume that there is a path of symmetric operators
−1 is compact and continuous in t and such that (
Proof. Let n be such that (D t ) t∈ [a,b] is a continuous path in SF n (H). Lemma 1.2 implies that φ n (D t ) − φ n (D t + K t ) is compact and continuous in t. In particular (D t + K t ) t∈ [a,b] is a continuous path in SF n (H). Since each D t + K t is invertible, by property (4) of the spectral flow
Let ψ ∈ C(IR) with ψ| (−∞, 
Furthermore by additivity with respect to concatenation and since sf((
where the second equality follows from homotopy invariance and the third from the equation preceding Prop. 2.3. Analogously sf((
Under slightly more restricted conditions (since the previous lemma has not been proven for Hilbert C * -modules -the author did not check whether the rather complicated proof of [Le, Prop. 3.4 ] carries over) the statement of the proposition makes sense on a Hilbert C * -module and was used as a definition of the noncommutative spectral flow in [W] .
In the following we express the spectral flow in terms of a winding number.
Let S 1 = [0, 1]/ 0∼1 with the standard smooth structure.
Let U(H) ⊂ B(H) be the group of unitaries and let
There is an isomorphism w :
extending the classical winding number. In fact, if s : S 1 → U K (H) fulfills (x → s(x) − 1) ∈ C 1 (S 1 , l 1 (H)), where l 1 (H) ⊂ B(H) is the ideal of trace class operators endowed with the trace class norm, then w(s) = 1 2πi Thus it is enough to prove equation ( * ) for loops in KC sa (H). This will also show the second assertion of the proposition.
By homotopy invariance of the winding number and of spectral flow for loops (property (6)) and by [S 1 , KC sa (H)] ∼ = K 1 (S 1 ) ∼ = Z Z it is sufficient to verify the assertion for some loop in KC sa (H) whose class generates K 1 (S 1 ). For example one can use the loop (G t ) t∈[0,1] arising as above from F t = − cos(πt)P + (1 − P ), where P is a projection whose range has dimension one. In this case equation ( * ) is well-known since (G t ) t∈[0,1] is a norm-continuous path.
